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These past few weeks have been exciting talking to art gallery owners across America.
Showcasing works of art in major cities, small towns, historical places, busy studios.
Some galleries getting ready for shows while others seek out new talent to represent.
Art is always exciting, full of life, lasting forever. Discussing art gallery operations from
day to day or talking about future events is also exciting. Where do they get the
dedication, the energy, the passion except from art itself. The work they do so we can
see and admire, purchase and collect invaluable art to display in our own spaces.
That is why we are proud to introduce to you ArtGalleryAmerica, a magazine whose
focus is on art galleries, artists, and what is taking place today in the art world around us.
Angelo Acosta - Visionary Editor
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The
Fab
4

By Scott Worley

8 artgalleryamerica

I

t started life ten years ago
in what today would be
called a "pop-up shop."
It has become a full-blown, yet
small, art gallery. Urban
landscape artist Crystal Moll
originally agreed to display her
works inside a vacant
storefront in Baltimore's
historic Federal Hill for the
2009 holiday season. One
month became two, then six,

and now the Crystal Moll
Gallery is celebrating its tenth
year in business. Behind the
quaint storefront nestled
among other Federal Hill shops
is a charming little place, ten
feet wide by fifty feet deep,
filled with Crystal's fine artwork,
alongside exhibits of other fine
artists.
Crystal Moll's namesake
gallery has grown over the last

decade from displaying mainly
her own landscapes to
exhibiting several artists per
show. Originally conceived as a
stage to show Crystal's own
work, she quickly realized that
she knew many other fine
artists and wanted to show and
sell their work as well in the
gallery.
Crystal was delighted to
share with us the details of the

gallery's current show: The Fab
4. "It’s four artists we think are
fabulous!" Moll exclaims. "It's a
great show of representational
works. Some are more
atmospheric, some more
realistic: oils, watercolors, and
pastels." The four artists
exhibiting show a variety of
techniques and mediums that
are representative of their
work.

“It’s four artists we
think are
fabulous!"
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Of the artists included in The
Fab 4 show, both Jill Basham
and Bernie Dellario use oils to
translate the feeling of their
subject, whether it is a lightfilled landscape, a street scene
or a memory. Basham is
passionate about her art and
tries to paint every day. She
loves painting landscapes and
is particularly intrigued by how
light creates mood.
10 artgalleryamerica

The landscape can be anything
that catches her attention:
country, city or water. Dellario
finds his inspiration in many
forms and often does not know
what the subject of his
paintings may be. Once
discovered, however, he strives
to articulate that subject into a
basic collection of abstract
shape and color.

The other exhibitors of The
Fab 4 include Maria Marino and
Tom Bucci. Marino says she is
attracted to intimate settings in
landscapes and uses soft
pastels to recreate the light
found in the natural world. Tom
Bucci's watercolors reflect his
love of architecture and city
scenes. He mainly focuses on
en plein air but also does some
studio work.

In 2018 Moll and her gallery
director, Day Watts, evaluated
the gallery's accomplishments
and mapped out the future.
One thing that came out of this
introspection was revamping
the gallery's website. At first
they didn't want people to go
to the website and buy art off
of the internet. It took a while
for them to accept that not
everyone wanted to visit the

ABOVE PHOTO, LEFT TO RIGHT
Maria Marino, Bernard Dellario, Crystal Moll,
Tom Bucci, Jill Basham
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Bernie Dellario
Florence Sunset
Oil
12” x 24”

Tom Bucci
Brunelleschi’s Dome
Watercolor
16” x 20”
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gallery to make a purchase. The
pair also became more
consistent about using social
media, complementing the
traditional forms of media to
get people to come into the
gallery.
Because it is so very small,
the Crystal Moll Gallery does
not represent any artists on an
ongoing basis, only those who
have work exhibited during a
particular show. Noting that
there are a lot of galleries in
Baltimore that show up-andcoming or nontraditional
artists, the Moll typically shows
more traditional, established
artists who have been working
their craft for a number of
years.

This does not mean they
discourage artists in pursuit of a
career. Moll encourages artists
to get their work out and be
visible. She explained it is good
to have artwork online and on
Instagram for potential buyers
to see. If you want to have your
work in a gallery, Moll would
advise an artist to have a
professional photographer
photograph your work and look
for galleries that you think
would be a good fit. She also
suggests that you visit a
reception and make yourself
known to gallery managers and
owners.
For the immediate future,
Crystal Moll says she wants to
focus more on commercial
clients. She would like to get the
gallery’s artists' work in some of
the newly constructed condos
and office buildings. For anyone
wishing to see The Fab 4’s
artwork in person, it will be
displayed until the first week of
August.

Maria Marino
Eternal Summer
Pastel
18” x 24”

Crystal Moll Gallery
1030 South Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
410-952-2843
www.crystalmoll.com

Jill Basham
Time Between
Oil
16” x 20”
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Helen Gotlib
By Guest Writer Valerie Mann

O

ne of the exciting
young artists showing
in WSG Gallery is
Helen Gotlib. She's originally
from Ann Arbor and her work is
pretty well known in this area,
though she shows and sells her
work throughout the States.
She studied printmaking and
scientific illustration at the
University of Michigan.
14 artgalleryamerica

Her studio and home are in
the woods outside of Ann Arbor
and it's fascinating how she
pulls from her artistic training
and aesthetic to describe the
natural world around her.
There's just the right amount of
large space and close-up detail
of the work to keep the viewer
backing up and coming in
closer to examine each piece.

The nature of printmaking is
that there can be multiples of
each piece. For instance, Gotlib
has two large prints, mixed
media pieces, that are made
from the same plates but,
because of color differences
and variation in treatment of
the substrate of the pieces,
they seem completely different.
These 4 x 6 foot pieces are four

prints pieced together to make
a large landscape and applied
to a cradled birch panel that's
had texture carved into it. So
the finished piece comes to
resemble the printing plate a
bit. The finishing touch on
these larger pieces is palladium
or gold leaf applied to the
beach flowers across the
compositions.
artgalleryamerica 15

Gotlib uses wood block and
intaglio printmaking
techniques, but also hand
colors with acrylic paint and
India inks, giving each piece a
variation of sheens and textural
qualities. These techniques
combined with the carved
surfaces of the wood panels

and the metal leaf make each
piece one that keeps giving to
the viewer. More specifically,
each piece is one that you are
going to notice something new
each time you look at it. There
may be no words to describe
what the viewer is perceiving, it
may just be a feeling.

Helen Gotlib
Sea Ranch Flowers III
Woodblock, Intaglio, Acrylic Paint, Gold And Palladium Leaf On Carved Birch Panel
4’ X 6’
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Hanging Around

Chelsea Frames

By Bobby Harper

D

aniel Beauchemin
was raised in an
environment of
appreciation. Appreciation
for aesthetics and design.
For human comforts. For a
wide worldview. He was
brought up in a unique
environment blending
European, American, and
Canadian experiences as
well as meeting his parents'
multinational group of
friends. Beauchemin was
shaped by this milieu and
developed an eclectic sense
of beauty and design.
Leveraging his education in
architecture, art history,
furniture and interior
design, Beauchemin
18 artgalleryamerica

accepted a position in New
York City in 1993. The same
year, he began to become
familiar with framing, leading
to his eventual purchase of
Chelsea Frames in 1995. In
2009, was offered the
opportunity to design for the
framing industry and made a
move to Europe. Taking on
business partners who could
manage the NYC business, he
and his husband made the
move. Six and a half years
later, by 2016, Beauchemin
made the move from a
corporate environ back to the
framing studio where he
could work more closely with
customers, designers, and
collectors again.
artgalleryamerica 19

Chelsea Frames melds
traditional techniques with
bleeding-edge technology
to design and manufacture
the perfect frames for its
clients. Balance, the
statement to be made,
artwork preservation, and
environmental conservation
are all considered by
Beauchemin and the
Chelsea Frames team when
a piece of art is brought in
for evaluation. The process
starts by defining and
understanding the needs
and desires of the customer.
This understanding is critical
to the framing process and
is taken very seriously by
Beauchemin. Once the
project scope definition is
complete, Chelsea Frames
examines the artwork to
determine if it requires
disassembly or special steps
to preserve the piece.
Considerable amounts of
notes and photographs are
taken and material and
stylistic choices are
discussed with the client.
Once the framing design
and materials have been
selected, either a designer
or Beauchemin himself
reviews the project again to
20 artgalleryamerica

find and eliminate mistakes
and identify any potential
issues to be had during the
execution of the work. The
timeline for completion of
work and customer review is
finalized with the client and
the job is released for
scheduling to the shop.
Manual work and
traditional methods such as
hand carving, hand gilding,
and hand-wrapping of mats
are extensively utilized at
Chelsea Frames. Also, some
oversized mats will be cut
by hand on occasion.
Largely, however, mat
cutting is done with a
Gunnar mat cutter, a Swiss
machine. The mat cutter is
precision incarnate using
pneumatics, CNC controls,
and specialized cutting tools
to accurately and precisely
cut shapes from mat stock.
The software interface
allows the operator to
design and nest (nesting is
laying out the stock and
fitting a cut or multiple cuts
on-screen to minimize
waste and maximize
efficiency and accuracy - all
in a digital space) the
geometry to be cut, manage
leftover stock for possible

“We strive to
do only
conservation
framing"
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future use, and can even
accept input from graphic
tablets to capture custom
shapes or handwriting. The
Gunnar mat cutter itself is
capable of a plethora of
functions: mat cutting, mat
engraving, marking with
pens or markers, scribing,
and can automatically
recognize print, cut, and
crop markings on stock. In
large part, however, Chelsea
Frames prefers the extra
care that is possible when
human hands perform work
on a project. Beauchemin
has a strong proclivity to
avoid complex, decorative
22 artgalleryamerica

mat work. The Gunnar mat
cutter and its variety of
capabilities was chosen
because it is considered by
Beauchemin to be the best
mat cutter available and is
capable of producing highquality mats in a short
timeframe. Beauchemin also
prefers to work in wood and
metal, avoiding plastics or
foams, to deliver the highest
quality level possible.
A parallel to the
differences between the
human touch and mind
versus automation,
Beauchemin recognizes that
the connected world of the

internet could bring further
exposure to Chelsea Frames.
He also sees that it
increases the odds of a
consumer purchasing
artwork or framing under
the false assumption they're
buying good quality with
proper preservationconstructed framing. In
reality, these products are
often mass-produced, poor
quality works that were
billed as hand-made, topquality art. This large-scale,
highly automated
manufacture of frames and
art simply holds no
comparison to the artist's

eye and engineer's hand so
skillfully applied at Chelsea
Frames. Each project is a
living entity and is provided
the care and respect it
deserves. No detail is too
small; no possibility to drive
emotion is overlooked. At
Chelsea Frames and under
Beauchemin's passionate,
inveterate tutelage, every
consideration is given, from
negative and positive space
to the voice each material
will add to the final work.
Chelsea Frames also has
an eye looking to the future
of art and supports CITYarts
through donations of
framing. CITYarts assists
children in need by
providing a safe space to
explore art with professional
artists. Some of their works
include murals and mosaics
throughout New York City.
Through collaboration with
CITYarts, Chelsea Frames is
helping budding artists
grow their talent and learn
to explore. Besides City Arts,
Cheslea Frames also
supports other important
inner city organizations such
as BAILEY HOUSE, Housing

Works, Coalition for the
Homeless, and local schools
and organizations. “It is
important to give FIRST and
to teach my team how to
give to the community” is
Beauchemin’s mantra,
personal goal, and principal
value.
Beauchemin advises the
contemplation of how and
where art is to be viewed
within a space. He goes on
to suggest, "Not to be afraid
to have fun with art, not to
be afraid to group art." and
states that surfaces are a
reflection of oneself and
should be fun.
Chelsea Frames currently
resides in a 15,000 square
foot space in New York City
and Beauchemin plans to
continue giving client's the
best possible service by
displaying art in the best
way it can be seen. Framing
is often as important as the
artwork itself and can
negatively or positively
impact the result.

Daniel Beauchemin, CEO of Chelsea Frames

Chelsea Frames
197 Ninth Ave
New York, NY 10011
2 1 2 . 8 0 7 . 8 9 5 7
www.chelseaframes.com
info@chelseaframes.com
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Surrounded By Art
By Carla Di Fonzo

W

Carla Bisong/Owner
Bisong Art Gallery
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hoever said art and
celebration are one
and the same may
have had Bisong Art Gallery in
mind. The space is located in
downtown Houston's Historic
Warehouse District inside the
well-known Iron Works building
on Sterrett Street. The converted
1,300 square foot loft offers
endless space, featuring
exposed brick and prestigious
lighting that makes the gallery
not just a show space, but a
setting for celebrating
milestones.
The work of local and
international artists decorate
every available wall and surface

in the gallery, but the space also
plays host to galas, fundraisers,
weddings, receptions and
workshops. Celebrants bask in
the glow of the flattering lights
while works of modern art hang
cooly in the background. Bisong
Art Gallery brings together
metropolitan chic and an airy
coziness that energizes visitors
while putting them at ease at
the same time.
Gallery owner Carla Bisong
said the space was once a
graphic design firm before it
was converted into a loft, two
factors that help with art
dealing. "The buyer can imagine
how art might look in their

home or office," she told
ArtGalleryAmerica. "The space
has a great energy. Many
visitors compliment how warm
and inviting it feels."
The Houston Art Gallery
Association is also a benefit to
the gallery. HAGA's mission is to
create a unified effort to make
Houston a recognized art
destination like New York, San
Francisco, Miami and Los
Angeles. Bisong Art Gallery is
part of an expansive art
community that includes over
50 galleries in the city of
Houston alone.
Currently, Bisong
represents just under
20 artists. The owner
said that along with
her other duties, it's
her responsibility to
promote the artists'
work and find buyers
interested in adding
to their collections.
Through the gallery,
she also collaborates
with muralists and
helps clients find
artists to create
custom work.

Bisong Art Gallery usually
features four to six solo exhibits
a year, including an annual popup art event that often benefits
a charity. One of the gallery's
current exhibitions feature the
work of Brazilian artist Tom
Ruth, an award-winning painter,
who has had his work featured
in countries such as the
Netherlands, Germany, England
and France. The prolific artist is
known for his poignant urban
scenes and tribal Maasai
influences.
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Anna Ganina
Rotary
Acrylic
20" x 30"

Anna Ganina
Exposure
Acrylic
20" x 30"

Anna Ganina
Ragtime
Acrylic
20" x 30"
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Bisong said she wished she
had a staff of 100 employees so
she could represent even more
artists, but that a gallery with
integrity has to understand the
limits of their resources in order
to maintain consistently good
work.
Over the years, Bisong also
learned that buyers love a good
story when considering the
purchase of any artwork. She
encourages her artists to share
personal experiences whenever
they can.
"If you created a beautiful
landscape, that's great," she
said. "But if you explain that
landscape is from your first
vacation in the mountains where
you fell in love with your first
girlfriend, that's better. People
can relate to the time, place and

feeling of a first love."
Bisong has ambitions to
expand the gallery to at least
several major cities, getting
inspiration from mega-galleries
because she feels that those
galleries have the capacity to
represent hundreds of artists.
Bisong recognizes the
opportunities that come from
advanced technology. She
hopes that as virtual reality
becomes more accessible, her
gallery can accommodate virtual
gallery exhibitions. She further
explains that advanced
technology could also allow
discussions in real-time with
collectors all over the world.

ArtGalleryAmerica

Advertise Here Full Page
Call Or Email For Rates / Get Grandfathered In Now
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Bisong Gallery
1305 Sterrett Street
Houston, TX 77002
713-498-3015
www.bisonggallery.com/
info@bisonggallery.com
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Wisely
Particular
By Bobby Harper
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C

hange is inevitable.
Unavoidable.
Adaptability to change
is critical to survival. In Boise,
Idaho, Stewart Gallery has well
learned that lesson. At the time
of the gallery's opening, Boise
had a flourishing arts scene
with multiple art galleries. The
local economy was also doing
well. This would change.
Around 2008, widespread
economic decline began to
reach the artistic community of
Boise, including Stewart Gallery.
Multiple larger galleries across
the country, even those
previously considered to be
sturdy, began to suffer and
many were eventually forced to
close. A shift in culture within

the city also began to emerge.
Previously, Stewart Gallery
worked primarily with local
artists. While this model
worked for a time, the local
artistic community began to
work more with co-ops than
galleries. Stewart Gallery
countered by offering free-ofcharge community events
which included chamber music,
performance art, speakers, and
luncheons. Once monthly, a
"gallery stroll" was arranged,
leading the community from
museum to gallery and from
one gallery to the next. This,
however, did little to increase
community engagement,
requiring a shift in strategy by
the gallery.
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Patrick Hughes
Composition 65
Watercolor on Arches
8” x 6.5”

Patrick Hughes
Composition 66
Watercolor on Arches
8” x 6 1/4”

Flexibility and adaptability,
combined with guile and
strong business acumen,
turned out to be the savior of
Stewart Gallery. In place of
gallery strolls, Stewart Gallery
looked into art fairs. The gallery
began to explore art fairs and
quickly learned to recognize
which would and would not be
suitable for them. By visiting art
fairs in San Francisco, Miami,
Dallas, and several other cities,
the gallery's owners started
building relationships with
proprietors and promoters of
other galleries. These
experiences and conversations
gave Stewart Gallery a sharp
sense of how to evaluate and

vet other fairs, promoters, and
collectors, carefully honing the
gallery's ability to garner the
sort of attention that would
lead to more success.
Alongside the change in vision
and scope of Stewart Gallery, a
new physical location had to be
sought out. The previous
location was large and
expensive, which were
substantial liabilities in the
economy at the time. Stewart
Gallery moved to a smaller
building, further refining their
focus by reducing the number
of pieces they could show. The
gallery now holds four events
per year, as opposed to every
six weeks previously held.
Karen Woods
First Wave
Sumi Ink on Arches Paper
38” x 19”
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Brian Dettmer
World Scope (Front)
Hardcover Books, Acrylic Varnish
47” x 13” x 14”

As it stands today, Stewart
Gallery has found both their
voice and the maturity needed
to properly evaluate their
audience. Likewise, artwork at
Stewart Gallery comes from
artists who are mid-career or
matured. Approximately
thirteen artists are currently
working with or represented by
the gallery. Among these are
Brian Dettmer, Betty Merken,
Karen Woods, and Patrick
Hughes. Dettmer transforms
books into sculpture and he is
known internationally. Merken
is a printmaker and painter
who has work in galleries and
collections across the country.
Woods paints to translate
beauty from plainness in
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Brian Dettmer
World Scope (Back)
Hardcover Books, Acrylic Varnish
47” x 13” x 14”

situations we all encounter
each day. Hughes creates
understated, yet intricate, small
scale, abstract watercolor
paintings. Each artist who
works with Stewart Gallery does
so as part of the gallery's
deliberate design. Stewart
Gallery seeks out artists who
show sufficient maturity and
who create works that resonate
with both the owners of the
gallery and the gallery's
clientele.
A distinction exists between a
gallery pursuing an artist and
an artist pursuing a gallery.
More and more often, galleries
are being inundated with
unsolicited submissions from
artists of varying skills and
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experience levels. Stewart
Gallery advises artists to take a
more meticulous approach.
Paramount to this process is
contacting a prospective
gallery before submission of
works to determine if the
gallery is receptive of such.
Time spent examining art and
creators on display at a gallery
is also suggested before
seeking an accord as it allows
evaluation of and comparison
to art that's already being
shown. Another point Stewart
Gallery makes is the
relationship between galleries
and artists. Both parties must
be able to trust each other and
a beneficial, symbiotic
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relationship needs to take
form. Art fairs have been key to
Stewart Gallery's evolution as
these events are opportunities
for artists, galleries, and
collectors to build trust and to
introduce new talent to new
prospective art creators.
When Stewart Gallery was
young, many technologies we
use today were not yet
developed or were in infancy.
The internet, king of modern
information sharing, has been
transformative. Stewart Gallery
acknowledges the wider net
they cast by having the ability
to be seen by millions of
people but concurrently
laments the dilution of

knowledge afforded by
widespread connectivity. So
many sources of information
and influence exist that the
differentiation of hype from
substance is becoming
exponentially more difficult.
Easier access to artwork has led
to a proliferation of less-thansavvy buyers which drives more
creation of lower-quality art,
leading into a feedback loop
through which navigation can
be impossible. This impure
suffusion detracts from finer,
more matured and skilled forms
of art and can be damaging to
an industry that relies heavily
on reputation, relationships,
and word of mouth.

The future of Stewart Gallery
draws on its strengths. Fluidity
and adaptability were learned
via difficult trials and these are
the very traits that will
guarantee the stability and
survival of the gallery. Stewart
Gallery continues to be wisely
particular about which shows
and fairs in which it will
participate and also persists in
creating strong, reliable
connections with the stewards
of the fine art community who
share their vision.

STEWART GALLERY
2230 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
208-433-0593
www.stewartgallery.com
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Something
For Everyone
By Scott Worley

E

veryone knows Park City,
Utah for the Sundance
Film Festival and as a
tourist mecca for skiers,
bicyclists, and rock climbers.
What this quaint town, with a
population of around 8,000, is
becoming broadly known for is
its many art galleries. Nearly
twenty galleries are catching the
attention of art seekers from
around the world. On Park City's
Historic Main Street, the Meyer
Gallery stands out. Opened in
1965 by Darrel and Gerry Meyer
in the historic 1895 National
Bank of Utah building, the
gallery has the distinction of
being the oldest operating
gallery in the state of Utah.
36 artgalleryamerica

The owners faced some
challenges transforming the
former bank building into a
gallery. Because the building is
on the National Register of
Historic Places and a part of
Park City's Museum Historic
District tour, care had to be
taken that the building's original
1890's character was maintained.
The facade and windows are
original, as well as the bank
vault. An upper floor was added
that does not detract from the
historic structure.
According to Gallery Director,
Adam Hansen, the Meyer
stands out among the
galleries in the area in that they
feature primarily Utah artists.

Currently there are about 45
artists on display in the gallery,
and at least two-thirds of them
reside in Utah. Of their offerings,
Hansen says, "We feature
traditional and contemporary
paintings and sculpture. We like
to think we have something for
everyone."
The current owner, Susan
Meyer, took over the reins of
the gallery from her parents in
the 1990s. As the primary
curator of the collection she
enjoys learning from and
mentoring artists. A good part
of Meyer's time is spent
traveling to art shows and
events in order to remain
current with relevant art

movements, while searching for
new talent to offer to her
clientele.
Among the current exhibitors
is Leslie Duke, whose work
includes beautiful still life
paintings, according to Hansen.
Leslie is an illustrator turned fine
artist and says that she is
continually fascinated with color,
particularly with its ability to
prompt an emotional response
from its audience. Duke's work
explores color's emotive
capacity, focusing more on the
overall atmosphere created by
the color pallet of each piece,
rather than the subject matter
depicted.

“We are unique in
the sense that we
feature primarily
Utah artist.
We have about 45
artist we display
and at least twothirds reside in
Utah.”
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Mary Sauer
Provincial Shutters
Oil
30” x 22”
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Another artist, Mary Sauer, has
had her artwork exhibited
throughout the United States,
including over a dozen shows in
New York City. Sauer's art is
influenced by nineteenth
century painters, the PreRaphealites, and the French
Academics, as well as
contemporary realistic academic
painting and fashion
photography.

Her philosophy is to combine
the nineteenth century
techniques of painting with
more modern conceptual ideas,
especially regarding how we
present ourselves to the world
psychologically.
And not to be outdone,
Gallery Director Hansen is also
a painter specializing in oils,
and is himself on display in the
gallery. When asked to describe
his approach to art, Hansen
writes that he always finds it
difficult to apply words to a
visual language. He says that he
is not after beauty-that is,
beauty in the classical sense. He
paints tattoos and suburbia, cell
phones and self-absorption; our
society in this time, warts and
all. Using themes of indifference,
nostalgia, and isolation, Hansen
strives to honestly portray some
small slice of the human
experience as he sees it.
Questioned on the current
state of the art world, Hansen
was optimistic. "There is a real
resurgence of traditional figure
painting." Of art education,
Hansen relates, "There is a trend
that is similar to the old masterapprenticeship approach to
teaching where a student
studies under an established
artist."

The Meyer has a strong
online presence as well.
According to Director Hansen,
sometimes as many as fifty
percent of an artist's work is
sold online prior to a show
opening. Their online catalog is
updated daily as new work
comes in and other pieces are
sold. Hansen himself said he
cannot remember a time that
online sales have not been a

part of a gallery's operation, and
he does not know if a gallery
could succeed today without
online sales. Most art the Meyer
Gallery sells will be shipped out
of state.
The gallery offers eight major
shows in a given year. The strive
to make an event out of each
one. Live music and other
entertainment accompanies the
show openings.
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Leslie Duke
Blossoming Among Camelias
Oil
50”x 50”

Leslie Duke
Bits and Pieces
Oil
11” x 26”

Adam Hansen
Jester
Oil
24”x 20”

The Meyer also
schedules the shows in
coordination with the Park
City Gallery Association's
popular Gallery Strolls.
According to Hansen, an
artist wishing to be
included in the Meyer
Gallery's collection should
go online and research
the gallery. An exhibitor
application is available on
the Meyer Gallery website.
M e ye r G a l l e r y
305 Main Street
Park City, Utah 84060
435-649-8160
www.meyergallery.com
info@meyergallery.com
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Adam Hansen
Golden Boy
Oil
18” x 24”

The Meyer also schedules the
shows in coordination with the
Park City Gallery Association's
popular Gallery Strolls.
According to Hansen an artist
wishing to be included in the
Meyer Gallery's collection
should go online and research
the gallery. An exhibitor
application is available on the
Meyer Gallery website.
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Art Talk

Olga FeshinaGoogle New York Exhibit
By Angelo Acosta

S

ince the third week of January 2019, artist Olga Feshina has exhibited
her work at Google's offices in New York. She also had a solo show at
a booth by NYA Gallery at NYAFAIR Tribeca, New York. She is now
preparing to show a new body of work, “New Tech Girls—Bikini Issue,” at
NYA Gallery in July 2019. Originally from Kazakhstan, Feshina now lives in
Upper Manhattan in New York. Feshina took time to discuss different
aspects of being an artist with ArtGalleryAmerica and to talk about the
Exhibit New Tech Girls - VR Friends curated by Megan Green at Google New
York.
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Olga Feshina

ArtGalleryAmerica: What
does art mean to you?
Feshina: First of all, art for me,
it’s what I can bring in this life
from my sense of perception of
that reality, knowledge,
feelings, and what I want to say
or emphasize. The second layer
of it for me is a way or
language of many centuries of
human history that I can use,
read and translate. You can not
read art without knowing its
history or without learning
how it developed or without
studying patterns of every step
of that progress. Despite
today’s situation when
contemporary art includes an
unbelievable variety of
methods and ways of selfexpression as well as the
embodiment of ideas in our

reality, the initial principles of
the fine arts are closer to me
when the work glorifies the
spirit and structures the
consciousness. I am also
interested in dramatic streams
of human consciousness in the
form of gigantic sculptures,
ambitious art events, or light
streams, telling about life and
emotions. Ephemeral
expressions of emotions carry
no obligation except the
pleasure of perception. I
determine the difference
between craft and art. Craft is a
skill, whereas art is a skill plus
spirit and intelligence for me. In
contemporary art, the spirit is
replaced by feelings and
emotions or earthly
transformations of the spirit.
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Girls’ Inner Child Exploring Its Own Nature by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

ArtGalleryAmerica: When did
you know that art was going to
be your life?
Feshina: When I understood
that I have something that
mesmerized and amused
people, which wasn't only my
wish, but also a power. I am an
artist-this is what I used to
know from my very childhood,
and that's what I'd like to do all
my life.
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People in my family were
excited about my skills to
depict people or objects,
although I was quite youngabout three years old. I didn't
have to think over my future
occupation-fine art was quite
obvious. In my youth, I was
strongly driven by fashion
design. Because of this, I
couldn't take up art more
seriously than I'd want.

ArtGalleryAmerica: How does
your work comment on current
social issues?
Feshina: Most of us love
technology, especially new
gadgets. We have mobile
phones and Internet. We can
see new poses, gestures, and
hand positions never used
before. I investigate that
situation through
contemporary girls obsessed
with tech gadgets. They
express their external and inner
world by means of gadgets and
technological innovations.
These girls implement
technologies in everyday life:
they chat on the speaker
phone, take selfies, launch
drones, make films and blogs,
use VR and AR technologies–
all these became common
things for them. They
synchronize poses and gestures
acting in unison. By posting
their copies online, they are
exploring life and self through
technology. Nevertheless, they
are the same nymphs from
classical portraits and genre

compositions in their new
personification. They are the
ones who started the selfie
revolution in social net. They
are so deeply involved in
connection through tech
gadgets, that they even explore
their feminine self via virtual
reality. I depicted the inner
child of new tech girls as a
baby deer with a VR headset.
This unprotected creation,
which symbolizes clean and
cute beauty like a girl’s soul, is
stunned with admiration and
mesmerized with the perfection
of virtual worlds. When putting
on the headset, we sink down
into a new reality which is right
at the tip of our nose, and it
captures us with new
experiences more intensely in
the outer world. In parallels of
a meditative state, the deeper
you get into your inner world,
the more harmony you
discover, which is reflected in
the outside world. I am not
able to change the world, but I
can find parallel perceptions of
reality.

Girl Watching VR by
Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery
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Girl Taking Photo by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

Girl Taking Selfie by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you
have a personal philosophy
about art's place in society?
Feshina: Art and events
connected with it reflect the
social state of affairs in society.
It can look like a dim or
distorted mirror or a pile of
pieces. It's great if this mirror is
an ideal plain surface in the
foreground of a vast room of a
society.
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ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you
critique your own work?
Feshina: I'd say I analyze it. I
also try to watch how viewers
perceive it. While doing it, I can
see all my merits and demerits.
However, life’s reality gives us
situations where we often
should compromise with the
imperfections for further
evolution. I adore perfection,
but I choose small distortions
or mistakes for living. For me,
design should be perfect, but
art can be full of mistakes.

ArtGalleryAmerica: What is a
“real” artist?
Feshina: Before now I used to
think that a real artist is bound
to dedicate his life to the arts,
even if there are chances or
circumstance for realizing his
ideas in life. While keeping to
this conception, I admitted that
an artist can be both highly
emotional or a 'lost life', who
unconsciously throws out a
stream of creative energy now
and then. Now I think a real
artist is a creator who is
consciously able to submit his
will to become strongly
disciplined to reach the goal of
changing his reality via art and
achieve realization.

ArtGalleryAmerica: What is
your creative process like?
Feshina: I am fascinated with
new technologies and gadgets,
but I don’t use computer
processing for my paintings of
New Tech Girls series. I use my
own technique of local fills of
colors and tones like in digital
illustrations or classic cartoons.
However, there is nothing
digital in my works, other than
a digital topic. Everything is
hand-drawn and hand-painted
from a sketch to the last
brushstroke. I wanted it to look
like I imitate a computer, but I
dispute against the computer
processing of images in this
series. By this, I emphasize the
difference between habitual
reality and the virtual one.

“An artist can be
both highly
emotional or a
'lost life', who
unconsciously
throws out a
stream of creative
energy now and
then.”
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Girls With Friends Walking In Park by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

Inner Child Watching VR, by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery
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ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you
always like the end result of
your creative process?
Feshina: Some works I like,
some I don't. If I feel it's
enough, I stop any attempts of
improving it. I rely on my
inward intuition which is my
censor. If I don't like the result,
I simply put the canvas aside
and start a new one. Some time
later I come back to an
unfinished one, and sometimes
I realize that I went too far from
it.
ArtGalleryAmerica: Can you
see your finished art before
you start it?
Feshina: Sometimes I see my
new artwork in detail and just
materialize it but sometimes I
just feel like working and
seeing what will happen. I love
both processes, drawing a lot
of sketches on paper or
throwing the contour right on
the canvas.

Girl With Friends Watching VR by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

ArtGalleryAmerica: How is
your work different from other
artists in your genre?
Feshina: By making art, I
express my attitude through
the forms and colors with my
pattern. I learned static poses
from old icons and a genre of
figurative compositions. I
stylize the bodies with new
poses and gestures in relation
to tech gadgets. I generalize
traits of face, accentuating on a
wide frozen smile and
entranced eyes. The girls I
depicted in the paintings are
practically the size of viewers to
make the distance between
them and us closer. Also, I use
pastel colors. Imagine our light
future which has already come.
As I said before, I don’t use
computer processing for my
artworks.

ArtGalleryAmerica: How did
the exhibit at Google come
about?
Feshina: On August 2018, I
visited one exhibition of
curator Megan Green, when I
was looking for a gallery or
space for my first New Tech
Girls show. I contacted Megan
and sent her my ready works of
New Tech Girls series and
information about me. A few
days later I received a letter
from her with a proposal to
meet at Google New York in
Chelsea and see the space for
the exhibition. It was the
perfect place for me-the one I
dreamed about. Google was
the first one on my list that I
considered for the first
exhibition for my tech topic.
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Girls Watching The Same Movie On The Beach by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery
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Ideally, I imagined a sunflooded space with a
breathtaking panorama in
downtown Manhattan. It was
nice to socialize with Megan and
be on the same wavelength.
Thanks to this opportunity,
artists may make a statement by
showing their art to thousands
of guests and workers of Google
New York. There were no
doubts, and I started preparing
for the exhibition in Google New
York developing the most
interesting VR topic.
ArtGalleryAmerica: When did
the exhibit start?
Feshina: The exhibit started on
January 18, 2019. During the
four months, workers and guests
of Google office could see my
works. From time to time, I got
feedback as responses and
emotions. Reactions and
emotions seem to be a response
to a dialogue between artist and
viewers, doesn’t it? The exhibit
was planned to be shut down by
the end of April. During the
exhibit at Google New York, I
met Shane Townley who is
Founder & Director of NYA
Gallery. I signed a contract
representing my artwork in that
gallery. On April 30, 2019, my
works were moved from Google
to NYAFAIR at NYA Gallery.

ArtGalleryAmerica: How many
pieces of art were exhibited in
the series at Google New York?
Feshina: Ten.
ArtGalleryAmerica: What is
the "New Tech Girls" series
about?
Feshina: In my New Tech Girls
series, I explore contemporary
girls who are obsessed with
tech gadgets and their new
poses and gestures in relation
to the subject. These new tech
girls express their outer and
inner world by means of
gadgets and technological
innovations. They implement
them in everyday life: taking
selfies or video, chatting on
speakers phone, using VR and
AR even for exploring their real
feminine self from inside. The
baby deer with a VR headset
on symbolizes the inner child
of new tech girls who are
stunned with admiration and
mesmerized with the perfection
of the virtual world like all of
us.

Girls Talking On Speakerphone
by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery

Inner Child Mesmerized
by Olga Feshina, NYA Gallery
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A Space
That
Changed
My Life
By Carla Di Fonzo
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S

pace has always been
important to artist Robin
McGeough, whether
times have been thick or
thin. The founder of Dove
Biscuit Studio in Los Angeles,
California once relied on an
outdoor, urban canvas for his
street art, which led to custom
stencil-making for sidewalks
and punk rock jackets but his
art evolved.
Once McGeough discovered
the therapeutic benefits of
making art, he took to the
indoors, specifically to his small
home in Pasadena where he
painted sprawling canvases.
McGeough was so prolific that
he felt he was running out of
room in no time.

He needed more space but
couldn’t
everyone? McGeough had a
drive to cultivate a special place
for other artists to work and
showcase their art. That desire
is what led to Dove Biscuit
Studio’s conception.
During the ‘90s, while looking
for the perfect venue,
McGeough was led to an ideal
spot located in the Historic
Core of downtown Los Angeles,
the heart of the city’s Gallery
Row. He told ArtGalleryAmerica
that a friend invited him to one
of the area’s art walks and they
strolled around until coming
across the prominent Spring
Arts Tower.
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The building has a historical
legacy that was celebrated
back in 1914, even before
construction began. Media at
the time praised the building’s
majestic design which included
a terra cotta facing and a
marble and tile interior. The
original anchor tenants,
Citizens National Bank, made
their home in the basement
and the first three floors while
the upper floors housed 450
offices.
McGeough said he met with
a rental office manager who
encouraged him to look at a
studio rental on the 8th floor.
The artist liked what he saw.
Soon, McGeough was
collaborating with friends and
fellow artists who made good
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use of the small studio, even
utilizing the hallways outside
where they eventually began
hanging art. But the artist
would soon have more space
to work with, as a result of
interesting neighbors.
The Spring Arts Tower also
happens to be the location of
The Last Bookstore, the
celebrated home to new and
used books and records. The
retail space is also known for its
visually innovative displays that
attract crowds of Instagram
users every year. The business
takes advantage of the Spring
Arts Tower history as a former
bank, housing books on two
levels, including the former
vault.

As McGeough was settling into
his new studio, he met Dave
Lovejoy who was The Last
Bookstore’s resident artist at
the time. McGeough purchased
a sculpture from Lovejoy (a
giant box made of kites) and
the two artists discussed space.
Eventually, Lovejoy suggested
McGeough branch out to a
shop in The Last Bookstore’s
mezzanine, throwing in
additional spaces for good
measure.
“Dove Biscuit Studio was a
space that changed my life in
many ways,” said McGeough.
The studio features a buffet of
unconventional, modern art
that somehow inhabits its
funky, anachronistic
environment seamlessly,
making the space feel like a
dreamscape.
McGeough said his mother, a
master seamstress who passed
away in 1999, inspired some of
his current work on display at
the studio. This stitch art
crosses an interesting
spectrum, from images of riled
puppies and fantasy

Robin McGeough
Face 1
Fabric - Stitch Art
18” x 24”

narwhals to human faces
arranged in various stages of
emotional exhibitionism. Some
of the fabric pieces are like
stand-ins for brush strokes,
stitched together to form a
single image. Others are onepiece and simpler, reminiscent
of children’s toys.
Another artist currently being
featured at the Dove Biscuit
Studio’s gallery includes
Stephen Holman, a U.K. native
who used to cruise the punk
rock scenes in both London
and New York City’s Lower East
Side during the ‘70s and ‘80s.
His acrylic paintings depict a
myriad of themes that include
ecology, mythology, and
childhood innocence.

“Dove Biscuit
Studio was a space
that changed my
life in many ways,”
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The Moving Page

Stephen Holman
Peter the Wild Boy in the Court of King George
Acrylic on Canvas
32” x 32”

His collection includes a series
of morbidly sweet pet graves
and a portrait of a feral child
titled “Leopard Girl,” rendered
in juicy, surreal colors that
offset the threat of the girl’s
bared fangs. “Peter the Wild
Boy” seems like an ecological
revenge scene from a fairy tale.
The painting shows a drooling
boy appearing as a not-sodomesticated pet owned by
animals that are standing
upright and dressed in opulent,
Elizabethan clothing.
Holman said he’s been
showing his work at Dove
Biscuit Studio for about four
years and enjoys the eclectic,
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decked out space and the
diversity of the viewers who
come from everywhere one can
imagine. Enraptured visitors
also post reviews online,
alerting potential buyers who
may be craving something out
of the ordinary.
The Spring Arts Tower is a big
destination for tourists that
gets a cross-section of all kinds
of people who are interested in
art, but the atmosphere is also
pretty relaxed.
Dove Bisquit Studio
435 S. Spring, Suite M4
Los Angeles, CA 90013
626-216-6031
www.dovebiscuitstudio.com

A Tour of Stewart Gallery
Video on Website Magazine
Only

Stewart Gallery Staff
Lane Stewart Bune/ Owner
Stephanie Wilde
Seffan Palmer Bune / Gallery Associate
Dani Arnica / Gallery Assistant
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Taking Place

THE ARTS COMPANY
Rocky Horton – Homage and Hot Rods
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—The Arts Company presents its March exhibition,
Homage and Hot Rods, featuring a new series of paintings on canvas by Nashville artist Rocky Horton.
Opening during FirstBank First Saturday Art Crawl on March 2 from 6-9 p.m.,
the exhibition will continue through March 21 during regular gallery hours, 11a.m.-5p.m.,
Tuesday-Saturday, at The Arts Company's downtown Nashville location.
For more information, please visit:
www.TheArtsCompany.com
www.FirstSaturdayArtCrawl.com
615-254-2040 / art@theartscompany.com
215 5th Avenue of the Arts, North Tuesday-Saturday, 11am-5pm
The Arts Company / 215 5th Ave N. / Nashville, TN 37219
NYA Gallery
Joel Dietz: Touch Me Deeply
Opening Reception: Thursday, June 6, 6-9pm
Exhibition Dates: June 6 - June 30, 2019
Solo exhibition featuring over thirty new works by the
cryptocurrency entrepreneur and visual artist Joel Dietz.
The artist has constructed a narrative exploring interrelated and highly relevant topics about
surface, depth, relationships, sexuality, desire, and finding meaningful human
connections.
NYA Gallery / 7 Franklin Place / New York, NY 10003

The Crystal Moll Gallery
THE FAB 4
MAY 8 – AUGUST 2, 2019
WORKS BY: BERNARD DELLARIO, JILL BASHAM, MARIA MARINO & TOM BUCCI
Opening Reception: Thursday, May 16th 6-8 pm
The Crystal Moll Gallery is proud to showcase works by these 4 award-winning regional artists.
Bernie Dellario and Jill Basham both use oil paints to translate the feeling of their subjects
whether it be a light filled landscape, street scene, or a memory. Dellario’s paintings are created
with more of an abstract approach while Basham’s are atmospheric and airy.
Maria Marino is attracted to intimate settings in landscapes and uses soft pastel to
re-create the light found in the natural world. Her pastel paintings consist of layers upon layers
of expressive marks to evoke the depth of a scene.
Tom Bucci’s watercolors reflect his love of architecture and city scenes.
He mainly paints ‘en plein air’, on location, combining loose washes and ‘crisp brushwork’.
www.crystalmoll.com
Crystal Moll / Telephone 410-952-2843 / Hours Tues – Sat 12-6 / Third Thursdays 12-8
crystal@crystalmoll.com
Crystal Moll Gallery / 1030 South Charles Street / Baltimore, MD 21230
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Harris Harvey Gallery
Studies in Nature: Photographic Views
August 6-31, 2019
Opening Reception: August 8, 6-8pm.
Studies in Nature: Photographic Views is a group exhibition that examines beauty and
complexity in nature through contemporary and antiquated photographic processes.
Artists include: Joe Freeman Jr, Melinda Hurst Frye, Daniel J Gregory, Peter de Lory,
Tara McDermott, Ron Reeder, Darryl Schmidt, David W Simpson, Michelle Smith-Lewis,
Peggy Washburn, Gina White, among others.
staff@harrisharveygallery.com
206.443.3315
Harris Harvey Gallery / 1915 First Avenue / Seattle, WA 98101
Harris Harvey Gallery
Richard Hutter, Recent Work
September 5-28, 2019
Opening Reception: September 5, 6-8pm
Seattle painter and printmaker Richard Hutter creates abstract works with
a bold graphic sensibility. Unified by an ongoing exploration of organic forms
seen through an architectural lens, the work combines a range of mediums:
painting, collage, printmaking, and drawing.
staff@harrisharveygallery.com
206.443.3315
Harris Harvey Gallery / 1915 First Avenue / Seattle, WA 98101
WSG Gallery
Takeshi Takahara
Poems to the Winds
June 11 – July 21, 2019
Opening Reception :
Friday, June 14, 7-9 pm
Takeshi’s Artist Talk
Sunday June 23, 3 pm
734-761-2287
WSG Gallery/306 S. Main Street / Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Bisong Art Gallery
Solo Exhibition Anna Ganina
September 21 - Oct. 12, 2019
5 – 8 PM for Opening Reception
Anna is currently working on a new series called Renaissance. In this series her goal
is to emphasize the beauty and importance of objects that were once great
technological inventions and irreplaceable in our lives but have become mostly forgotten.
Bisong Art Gallery / 1305 Sterrett St, / Houston, TX 77002
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